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Book.
Writers will save hours of valuable research time and bring a richness and historical accuracy to their work as they reference the slice-of-life facts depicted for each of these major time periods. Each book contains descriptions of the period's food and clothes; customs and slang; occupations; common religious and political practices; and other historical details. A good general book about life and society in the period (which, in this case, covers from Henry VII through Charles I). It's interesting to see the difference between books like this that are written for historians vs. reenactors vs. writers (which this book is directed towards), specifically, what is glossed over and what is dealt with in more depth. The Writer's Guide to Psychology: How to Write Accurately About Psychological Disorders, Clinical Treatment and Human Behavior. Blog Writing Writing A Book Writing Genres Writing Tips Writing Therapy Writing Prompts Psychological Theories Psychology Disorders Fiction And Nonfiction. $14.95 - Excellent book that I would love to add to my collection for easy reference -- The Writer's Guide to Psychology: How to Write Accurately About Psychological Disorders, Clinical Treatment and Human Behavior, by Carolyn Kaufman. Johanne G. Wishlist - Johanne, NaNoWriMo, National Novel Writing Month... A research resource: The Writer's Guide to Everyday Life in the Wild West from 1840-1900 by Candy Moulton. It's not a comprehensive guide to all things Wild West, but as an easy-to-use resource, it has no peer. I got numerous ideas out of the book, details that ended up in the screenplay. Highly recommended. This book is designed to help western writers with the details of life in the old west. I like it, although I wish it went more in depth on some things. Read more.